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When a handful were accepted to UCLA and a dozen to
the University of California-Berkeley, including Givens,
she also promised to come to those graduations.
“We never had that many students get into those
schools in one year,” she says. Over the years, she continued to check in with them. “They were my babies.”
Givens and Baker-Jones, now both at Harvard, share
stories that show how important teacher-student bonds
can be. Givens remembers when students pitched in
to buy Baker-Jones a goodbye present, a belt with a
buckle that lit up, and how students felt she was both
their teacher and their friend.
“There were clear levels of respect and deference,
but there was also room to talk about real-life things,”
he says.
Baker-Jones remembers having students dress in
costumes related to the class material. Givens always
chose a character that was contrary to what most other
students chose.
“He liked to revel in being the naysayer, the contrarian,” she says. “I used to tell him he would be a great
lawyer. I would have bet money that’s where he would
have ended up.” (Givens did initially plan on becoming a
lawyer, he says.)
He remembers dressing up once for the school’s annual Black History Month event. Baker-Jones had given
him the words for Gil Scott-Heron’s poem The Revolution Will Not Be Televised and asked him to memorize
and perform it at the event.
“I really took it to task and took a lot of pride in
performing it. I wanted to deliver on something she felt
I needed to do,” he says. “The following year, I ended
up coordinating the event, and now I’m writing about
the person who founded Black History Month, Carter G.
Woodson.” (His book on Woodson, fugative pedagogy,
and demands of black education is forthcoming.)
These stories, they say, show how full circle their
connection has become. Not only is the student now
the teacher, but the student is also researching teachers similar to Baker-Jones, teachers who challenged
power with their curriculum and in their classrooms.
“I’m working through this idea of fugitive pedagogy
during the late 19th and early 20th centuries,” Givens
says, “and the way these educators offered a different
worldview to their students.”
Looking back at his notebook, Givens says that’s
exactly what Baker-Jones was doing.
“I’m seeing so many traces of things that I’m thinking about now that might have been planted then,”
he says. “She wasn’t teaching during Jim Crow, but
she was a black woman teaching black students and
she was engaging us in writing our own textbook as a
critique of the dominant textbooks. She’s one of the
teachers in the back of my mind as I’m writing. I’ve seen
and experienced the sense of urgency that some teachers bring to teach black students. It’s no coincidence
now that I’m studying these things.”
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Grade
Expectations
WHY WE NEED TO RETHINK GRADING IN OUR SCHOOLS

S TO RY BY LO RY H O U G H

Think about the sixth grade

at the school where you
teach or where your kid
attends. There are three
English teachers. Each has a different grading policy: One
counts homework as 40 percent
of the grade, the other two as 30.
One accepts late work; the others
don’t accept it at all. One deducts
points for sloppy binders.Two include participation in the grade,
one offers extra credit. JOE FELDMAN, ED.M.’93, a former teacher,
principal, and district administrator, talked to Ed. about his
new book, Grading for Equity,
and why inconsistent grading
isn’t fair for students yet is so
hard for educators to change.
Grading: What are we
actually talking about?
We mean the way teachers
calculate, describe, and report
student performance. Although
we might assume that grading
is only a software-driven, endof-term calculation, a teacher’s
grading system is implicated
throughout her work every day.
For any task that we ask of students, we have to decide: Should

the student’s performance on
the task be included in her grade
and, if so, for how much value?
Teachers’ answers to these
question are based on deepseated values and ideas about
what we each believe students
are supposed to learn, how students are best motivated, and
what our role and relationship
to students should be. Because
grading is rarely addressed in
graduate training or certification programs, each teacher
must create grading policies on
her own.
What’s wrong with
deducting points for work
turned in late?
This approach combines both academic and nonacademic information in the grade and creates
what author Susan Brookhart
calls “grade fog” — we’re not
sure what the grade means because we’re asking it to communicate too much disparate information. A student who writes an
A-quality essay but hands it in
late gets her writing downgraded to a B, and the student who
writes a B-quality essay turned
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Farewell, But
Not So Long
As this year’s graduates happily line up to accept
their diplomas, it will also be a bittersweet moment on
campus as the Ed School says goodbye to four iconic
faculty members who are retiring. Here’s a quick look
at some of their career highlights:
HOWARD GARDNER is senior director
of Project Zero. Gardner is best known
for his theory of multiple intelligences.
A MacArthur Prize recipient, Gardner is
also a two-time Guggenheim fellow
and was twice selected by Foreign
SINCE 1986
Policy and Prospect magazines as one
of the 100 most influential public intellectuals in the
world. He has received 31 honorary degrees and has
written 30 books. Gardner directs the Good Project and
more recently has undertaken a study of the goals of
college and the value of a liberal arts education.

in by the deadline receives a B.
There’s nothing to distinguish
those two B grades, although
those students have very different levels of content mastery.
The second problem is that in
traditional grading, many commonly used grading categories
invite biases. For example, when
we include a student’s behavior
in a grade, we’re imposing on all
of our students a narrow idea of
what a “successful” student is.
Why don’t more educators
question grading practices?
Teachers work under incredibly
difficult conditions. They are
asked to serve in so many roles
besides teacher, and yet they
must adhere to layers of mandates and requirements. The
grade is one of teachers’ last remaining islands of autonomy,
perhaps the most concrete and
respected symbol of their expertise and judgment. When
we suggest that their grading
practices could be improved, it’s
no surprise that teachers often
react with suspicion and defensiveness. Many administrators
have cautionary tales of when
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they tried to broach the subject
with teachers and were met with
emotional reactions and perhaps even threats of formal complaints and union grievances.
What does work?
Equitable grading has three pillars: accuracy, bias-resistance,
and intrinsic motivation. Grades
must accurately reflect only a
student’s academic level of performance, exclude nonacademic
criteria (such as behavior), and
use mathematically sound calculations and scales, such as the
0–4 instead of the 0–100 scale.
Grading practices must counteract institutional biases that have
historically rewarded students
with privilege and punished
those without, and also must
protect student grades from our
own implicit biases. Our grading
must stop using points to reward
or punish, but instead should
teach students the connection
between means of learning and
the ends — how doing homework
is valuable not because of how
many points the teacher doles
out, but because those actions
improve a student’s learning.

SARA LAWRENCE-LIGHTFOOT,
ED.D.’72, a sociologist, pioneered an
innovative social science method
called “portraiture” and has written 11
books, earned 30 honorary degrees,
and received the prestigious MacArSINCE 1972
thur Prize. Upon her retirement, the
faculty title she held, the Emily Hargroves Fisher
Endowed Chair, will become the Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot Chair, making her the first African American woman
in Harvard’s history to have an endowed professorship
named in her honor.
TOM HEHIR, ED.D.’90, has spent most
of his career focused on policies and
programs for the education of children
with disabilities. Most notably, during
the 1990s, Hehir served as director of
the U.S. Department of Education’s
SINCE 2000
Office of Special Education Programs,
where he was responsible for implementing the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. Previously,
he oversaw disability programs in Chicago and Boston.
He has written several books, including New Directions
in Special Education.
DAN KORETZ, a developmental
psychologist, is a national expert on
testing policy and educational
assessment. Sponsored research
projects have included evaluating the
limits of assessment systems and
SINCE 2001
developing more effective approaches.
He has been a fellow at and member of dozens of
professional organizations, including the American
Educational Research Association and the National
Academy of Education. A prolific contributor to journals
and popular press, Koretz also wrote several books,
including The Testing Charade and Measuring Up. LH
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